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Linné Flow Centre, KTH Mechanics, Royal Institute of Technology
SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract
A focus has been put on the stability characteristics of di!erent flow types ex-
isting on air vehicles. Flow passing over wings and di!erent junctions on an
aircraft face numerous local features, ranging from di!erent pressure gradients,
to interacting boundary layers. Primarily, stability characteristics of flow over
a wing subject to negative pressure gradient is studied. The current numerical
study conforms to an experimental study conducted by Saric and coworkers, in
their Arizona State University wind tunnel experiments. Within that frame-
work, a passive control mechanism has been tested to delay transition of flow
from laminar to turbulence. The same control approach has been studied here,
in addition to underling mechanisms playing major roles in flow transition, such
as nonlinear e!ects and secondary instabilities.

The same flow type has been considered to study the receptivity of three-
dimensional boundary layers to freestream turbulence perturbations. Similarly,
the numerical configuration, follows the experiments performed in the same
group by Downs (2012). The experiments entail investigation of the e!ect of
low freestream turbulence on crossflow instability. A well-documented exper-
iment enables the numerical studies to properly reproduce the experimental
environments.

Another common three-dimensional flow feature arises as a result of stream-
lines passing through a junction, the so called corner-flow. For instance, this
flow can be formed in the junction between the wing and fuselage on a plane.
A series of direct numerical simulations using linear Navier-Stokes equations
have been performed to determine the optimal initial perturbation. Optimal
refers to a perturbation which can gain the maximum energy from the flow
over a period of time. Power iterations between direct and adjoint Navier-
Stokes equations determine the optimal initial perturbation. In other words
this method seeks to determine the worst case scenario in terms of perturba-
tion growth. Determining the optimal initial condition can help improve the
design of such surfaces in addition to possible control mechanisms.

Descriptors: Receptivity, stability, optimal growth, three-dimensional bound-
ary layers, crossflow instability, roughness control, freestream turbulence, sec-
ondary instability
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Stabilitet och laminär-turbulent omslag i tredimensionella
gränsskikt

Seyed Mohammad Hosseini
Linné Flow Centre, KTH Mechanics, Royal Institute of Technology
SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Abstrakt
Strömningen runt flygplan är komplicerad och innefattar många olika fysikaliska
fenomen. Ett av viktigaste av dessa år omslaget fr̊an laminär till turbulent
strömning i gränsskiktet p̊a flygplanens olika ytor. Detta arbete behand-
lar stabilitetsegenskaper av olika gränsskiktstyper som finns runt ett flygplan.
Här studerar vi i första hand strömningen över en svept vinge. Analysen är
baserad p̊a numeriska simuleringar. Det studerade fallet motsvarar experiment
utfört av Saric och hans medarbetare vid universitetet i Texas. I dessa ex-
periment studeras en passiv kontrollmekanism baserad p̊a distribuerade små
virvelgeneratorer som syftar till att fördröja laminär-turbulent omslag i ett
tredimensionellt gränsskikt. Denna kontrollmekanism, samt dess underliggande
fysikaliska fenomen, som t.ex. ickelinjär interaktion och sekundärinstabilitet av
s.k. crossflow-virvlar, har undersäkts här.

Samma strömningsfall har använts för att studera e!ekter av friströmstur-
bulens p̊a omslag i tredimensionella gränsskikt. Här simulerar vi experiment ut-
fört av Downs (2012) och hans medarbetare. I detta arbete undersöker vi vilken
e!ekt l̊a ga niv̊a er av friströmsturbulens har p̊astabiliteten hos grönsskikt d̊ar
crossflow-virvlar dominerar. Detta väldokumenterade experiment möjliggör en
detaljerad jämförelse mellan numeriska beräkningar och experimentella mät-
ningar.

En intressant typ av tredimensionell flöde uppst̊a r när en fluid strömmar
längst med hörnet av tv̊a korsande ytor. Detta flöde kan t.ex. bildas i överg̊an-
gen mellan vingen och flygplanskroppen. En serie av numerisk simulering har
utförts för att hitta de initialstörningar som n̊a r maximal energi under en vis
tidsperiod och därmed identifiera det mest kritiska störningen.

Nyckelord: receptivitet, stabilitet, optimal tillväxt, tredimensionellt gränsskikt,
crossflow, friströmsturbulens, sekundärinstabilitet.
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Preface

The current study focuses on the di!erent underlying phenomena regarding the
stability characteristics of three-dimensional boundary layers. An introduction,
briefing the types of boundary layers created on aircraft is given. Di!erent
methods in investigating the stability features are also discussed. In the second
part the following articles are presented.

Paper 1. S. M. Hosseini, D. Tempelmann, A. Hanifi & D. S. Henning-
son,
Stabilization of a swept-wing boundary layer by distributed roughness elements
published in J. Fluid Mech. (2013)

Paper 2. S. M. Hosseini, A. Hanifi & D. S. Henningson,
E!ect of freestream turbulence on roughness-induced crossflow instability Inter-
nal report (2013)

Paper 3. O. Schmidt, S. M. Hosseini, U. Rist, A. Hanifi & D. S.
Henningson,
Optimal initial perturbations in streamwise corner-flow Internal report (2012)
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Part I

Introduction





CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The design procedures in aviation industry, despite being revolutionary in the
start, have gone through substantial changes over the last decades. One main
aspect of such changes roots in the urge for optimising di!erent features of
air vehicles. Aerodynamic modifications have conspicuously benefited in drag
reduction from such advances owing to the new findings in the field of fluid
mechanics.

Wings, fuselages and their attachment points are among the top contrib-
utors to total friction drag. Evidently reducing this drag can considerably
mitigate the fuel consumption and emission of pollutants. One common way to
achieve this goal is to keep the flow laminar over a larger part of aerodynamic
surfaces. Over the last decades laminar wing design has received growing at-
tention from academia and front line industries. The flow viscosity induces a
gradient in velocity near the wing surfaces referred to as boundary layer. This
is accompanied by pressure gradient and three-dimensional e!ects caused by
the sweep angle of the wing. On the other hand the junctions, i.e between
wing and fuselage, promote a di!erent type of three-dimensional e!ect. For
instance at a right angle junction, the wall normal component of one boundary
layer, transpires as the crossflow component of the other and vice versa. The
latter is referred to as Corner-Flow. The deformation of streamlines over such
surfaces creates intrinsic instabilities which due to imperfections can lead to
flow breakdown and transition from laminar to turbulent flow.

Numerous so called receptivity studies are dedicated to determining the role
of environmental disturbances acting on the boundary layer, namely, freestream
turbulence, surface roughness, and acoustic waves. Such perturbations can be
characterised in the far field or on the surface, however once they penetrate
the boundary layer their characteristics change due to the filter-like acting role
of the boundary layer. The receptivity studies aim to correlate the perturba-
tions outside and inside the boundary layer. Direct numerical simulation, and
adjoint based simulation of various forms of Navier-Stokes equations can serve
as the receptivity tools in determining such correlations. Moreover, once the
disturbance amplitudes, and scales are determined, their dominance is dictated
by the boundary layer. Once susceptible to instabilities they continue to gain
energy until they reach a certain amplitude that nonlinear e!ects begin to dom-
inate modifying the underlying meanflow. In some cases this is accompanied by
the appearance of secondary instabilities which are prompted by an inflected
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

meanflow. The substantial nature of secondary instabilities in those cases lies
beneath their explosive growth which appears right before transition.

In this study the stability characteristics exclusive to di!erent types of
three-dimensional boundary layers present on a conventional aircraft are stud-
ied using various techniques. For instance, the receptivity characteristics of flow
over a wing are computed by the means of direct numerical simulation. The
e!ect of roughness, and freestream turbulence are investigated. Additionally a
flow transition control mechanism by means of subcritical roughness elements
placed near the leading edge has been investigated. Subcritical refers to ex-
cited modes that can not cause transition merely on their own. Additionally, a
popular form of instability analysis via determining the worst case scenario for
a perturbation is applied to the corner-flow. In other words, such an analysis
seeks to pin-point a form of perturbation that can gain the maximum energy
from the flow over a certain period of time. The perturbation is referred to as
optimal initial condition.



CHAPTER 2

Transition in Three-Dimensional Boundary Layers

The transition mechanisms in three-dimensional boundary layers has been the
subject of many studies in the past. Morkovin (1969) laid out di!erent stages of
transition and coined the term Receptivity as depicted in figure 2.1. Receptivity
refers to the process in which the external disturbances penetrate into the
boundary layer altering in scales, amplitude and other characteristics. In this
process the boundary layer acts as a filter. Such disturbances can then seize
di!erent paths to transition or die out depending on the meanflow. In the
overviews by Bippes (1999), Saric et al. (2003), the authors explain the process
in which disturbances of di!erent sorts, penetrate a boundary layer and set the
initial condition. Furthermore the evolution of such perturbations and their role
in breakdown of flow is studied. Our study of the three-dimensional boundary
layers of a swept wing and a corner-flow is mainly focused on exponential and
transient growth. The next sections present the kinds of prevalent intrinsic
stabilities of three-dimensional boundary layers present on a wing or in a corner.

2.1. Receptivity

Goldstein (1983, 1985), classified the receptivity process into two main cate-
gories. The first category includes the receptivity near a body leading edge, due
to the boundary layer thickness which is small, and subject to a large pressure
gradient. The second category, covers a region further downstream where for
instance, surface imperfections can generate initial perturbations, often referred
to as localised receptivity. A number of methods have been developed to evalu-
ate the nature of initial perturbation penetrating the boundary layer. Di!erent
examples can be found in literature, such as asymptotic methods in Goldstein
& Hultgren (1989) , finite Reynolds-number models discussed by Crouch (1992)
and Choudhari & Streett (1992), and Hill (1995) of the adjoint model.

One frequently reported observation in three-dimensional boundary layers
is associated with the receptivity to surface roughness with di!erent levels of
freestream turbulence. In reviews by Bippes (1999) and Saric et al. (2003) it
was noted that stationary crossflow disturbances are prone to dominance in
low levels of freestream turbulence. Later numerical simulation by Schrader
et al. (2009) confirmed such observations. Tempelmann et al. (2012a) numer-
ically investigated worst case scenarios in the receptivity of a boundary layer
to surface roughness and freestream vorticity. They show that the optimal sur-
face roughness has a wavy shape in the streamwise direction, while the optimal

3



4 2. TRANSITION IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYERS

External disturbances

Receptivity

Transient Growth

BypassPrimary Modes

Seconday Mechanism

Breakdown

Turbulence

Figure 2.1. Transition process map adapted from Saric et al.
(2003) .

freestream disturbance takes a localized streak-type structure. Additionally the
authors compared the receptivity amplitudes of the boundary layer to surface
non-uniformity and freestream perturbation content. The former showed to
have a receptivity amplitude of one order of magnitude higher than the latter.

2.2. Instability mechanisms

Figure 2.2 depicts di!erent regions on a wing where the flow faces di!erent
local features, such as curvature, and pressure gradient. Each region can act as
stabilising for one type of instability while destabilising the other type simul-
taneously. In this section the common types of instability prone to occur on a
swept wing are discussed.

2.2.1. TS-Waves

This viscous type of instability was first theoretically shown by Tollmien (1929)
and Schlichting (1933). They refer to travelling waves within the boundary
layer. Inherently negative pressure gradients stabilises such travelling waves
while the positive pressure gradient has a destabilising e!ect.
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TS & Crossflow instability

Attachment line instability
TS & Crossflow instability

Görtler instability

Figure 2.2. Demonstration of the governing instability mech-
anism present on a swept wing.

2.2.2. Görtler vortices

The passage of flow over a concave surface gives way to destabilising centrifugal
forces which can create instabilities in the form of counter-rotating vortices, so
called Görtler vortices. This region is marked in figure 2.2 near the lower side
of the trailing edge. For a recent work on Görtler vortices refer to Schrader
et al. (2011).

2.2.3. Crossflow instability

This type of instability is an exclusive signature of three-dimensional boundary
layers. The wing sweep causes the boundary layer to acquire an inflection point.
This inflection point boosts the centrifugal forces, which are in turn balanced
by pressure adjustment of the flow outside the boundary layer. On the other
hand, inside the boundary layer the pressure remains constant while, velocity
reaches zero on the wall. The imbalanced forces are then transpired in the
form of vortices, termed as crossflow vortices. A negative pressure gradient is a
destabilising factor leading to their dominance on the upper side of the wing at
a negative angles of attack. The current study mainly focuses on this particular
kind. The interaction between surface imperfections, freestream perturbations
and their e!ects on crossflow instability are further analyzed.

2.2.4. Attachment line instability

Also known as the leading-edge contamination is normally brought about by the
propagation of waves along the attachment line of the wing, illustrated in figure
2.2. Such waves can be generated form the wing root. This was first observed
in the experiments by Gray (1952). He noticed that by increasing the sweep
angle the transition location moves towards the attachment line. Poll (1979) for
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the first time distinguished between transition induced by crossflow instability
and leading edge instability. Mack et al. (2008) have recently performed a
study on the global instability around a parabolic body while considering the
interactions between crossflow and attachment line instability.

2.2.5. Non-linear e!ects and secondary instabilities

Bippes (1999) pointed out that, in contrast to transition due to Tollmien-
Schlichting instability, no e"cient transition criterion is conceivable in a cross-
flow dominated case if the nonlinear e!ects are neglected. In flow cases where
the meanflow is modified due to nonlinearities the stability characteristics are
significantly modified. It can be deduced from the presence of modes generated
through nonlinear interactions of various primary perturbations. Figure 2.3a
depicts the modal amplitude of stationary crossflow vortices generated by plac-
ing an array of roughness elements near the leading edge of an infinite swept
wing. The roughness element has a spanwise periodicity of ! and consequently
generates the super-harmonics. A comparison is given with parabolised stabil-
ity equations (PSE) analysis. This allows for determining the present nonlinear
e!ects For more on the application of PSE and nonlinear PSE on a boundary
layer with roughness element refer to Herbert (1993, 1997), and Tempelmann
et al. (2012b). It can be clearly observed from the linear and nonlinear com-
putations that the nonlinear interactions significantly influence the amplitudes
of the stationary crossflow modes. This enables the transfer of energy between
di!erent modes where linear stability analysis fails, resulting in over prediction
of amplitudes of fundamental stationary crossflow modes.

Another extremely important factor lies in the modifications of the mean-
flow which can have a substantial influence on the stability characteristics. The
so called secondary instabilities have generally a high frequency signature, ac-
companied by an explosive growth. Malik et al. (1994), Wassermann & Kloker
(2002), and Wassermann & Kloker (2003) investigated the role of secondary
instability caused by meanflow modifications. The authors find that secondary
instabilities are prone to occur on a modified meanflow carrying an inflection
point. One exclusive signature of this kind of instability as is pointed out in
Klebano! et al. (1962) is the explosive growth of high frequency modes. Fig-
ure 2.3b illustrates the amplitudes of steady and unsteady crossflow modes
obtained via a Fourier decomposition Amplitudes of the steady disturbances
are obtained by subtracting the meanflow, from the zero-frequency mode. The
explosive growth of high frequency mode can clearly be seen prior to transition.

2.2.6. Transition

As was discussed in the previous sections perturbations can take numerous
paths to flow breakdown and eventual transition. Kachanov (1994) provides a
thorough overview of boundary-layer transition mechanisms. Figure 2.4 demon-
strates the transition caused by stationary and travelling crossflow modes on
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Figure 2.3. (a) Amplitude of stationary crossflow vortices
with ! = n!0, (b) Amplitude evolution of steady and unsteady
disturbances. The gray lines represent unsteady disturbances
plotted at a constant frequency step size (190Hz).

a wing at a negative angle of attack. In this example stationary and travel-
ling crossflow vortices are generated as a result of interactions between surface
roughness and a complex background noise. The background noise is intro-
duced as a random wall-normal volume forcing, imposing a range of frequen-
cies onto the flow. Turbulent spots appear intermittently prior to a complete
breakdown of the flow as is illustrated in figure 2.4a. Further analysis of this
flow demonstrates the role nonlinearities and secondary instabilities play in the
process of flow breakdown to turbulence.

2.2.7. Transition control

Countless methods and approaches have been tested in order to delay the tran-
sition. Two major related campaigns are those of experiments in Göttingen
and Saric and coworkers. In the latter set of experiments, a new technique in
which excitation of a subcritical perturbations, has been used to modify the
meanflow to damp the most unstable crossflow modes. Subcritical refers to a
mode which can not cause transition merely on its own. Saric et al. (1998)
perform control experiments using the Swept NLF(2)-415 wing. Roughness el-
ements are distributed near the leading edge with a spanwise periodicity equal
to the chosen subcritical mode. In absence of any roughness element, transi-
tion occurs around the pressure minimum location x/c = 71%. Application of
the subcritical roughness elements moved the transition location all the way
down to x/c = 80%. In our study the same approach for transition control
is examined. One additional consideration has also been taken into account
regarding the level of background noise. In some of the wind tunnels in Europe
similar experiments showed none or very small positive e!ect. This has been
associated to the higher level of freestream turbulence or acoustic perturba-
tions in the wind tunnels in Europe in comparison to Arizona State University
wind tunnel. In our study a higher level of background noise has been chosen
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x/c x/c

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4. Isosurfaces of the instantaneous velocity U for
(a) uncontrolled and (b) controlled case. Three fundamental
spanwise periods are shown for visualisation purposes.

in order to examine the robustness of such a transition control. Figure 2.4b
depicts the isosurfaces of the instantaneous velocity of the controlled case. It is
apparent that the control mechanism e!ectively delays the transition location.



CHAPTER 3

Corner-Flow

The second part of this thesis is dedicated to studying the type of flows formed
near the junction of two connecting surfaces. Examples of such flows are com-
monly found near the attachment line of a wing and a fuselage on an aircraft.
Baseflow characteristics of such flows in addition to some relevant stability
characteristics are discussed in the following sections.

3.1. Corner-flow

Stability analysis of corner-flow has been the focus of studies such as, Dhanak
(1993) who used a locally parallel flow approximation. Balachandar & Malik
(1993) addressed the two dimensional stability problem and found an inviscid
instability (corner mode) which has a higher growth rate than the conventional
Tollmien-Schlichting instability (viscous mode). This explained the earlier tran-
sition to turbulence in the corner-flow compared to the Blasius boundary layer.
Parker & Balachandar (1999) studied the e!ect of pressure gradient in a viscous
framework and found that even a small adverse streamwise pressure gradient
gives dominance to the inviscid mode. They found the viscous modes to be
more active away from the corner. Alizard et al. (2009) further looked into the
linear stability features using a local linear stability theory for computing tem-
poral growth and the parabolised stability equations for spatial growth. They
discovered that the corner mode is on the edge between the stable and unsta-
ble region, and did not find an unstable inviscid mode in the local framework.
However in their non-parallel analysis they found the same previously stable
corner modes to be unstable. Non-parallel e!ects seemed to be insignificant
with respect to the viscous modes. Their results showed slight disagreement
with Parker & Balachandar (1999) which was explained by the di!erence in
the baseflows. Ridha (2003) also reported a high sensitivity of such character-
istics to the baseflow. Alizard et al. (2010) performed sensitivity analysis of
small baseflow variation on the linear stability results. They confirmed pro-
found influence of baseflow modification regarding the stability of the corner
mode. The study showed that a small deviation of " 1% can trigger the inviscid
mechanism which allows a lower critical Reynolds number. This can somewhat
explain the discrepancy in transitional Reynolds number between experiments
and simulations. This also confirmed the results previously reported by Za-
mir (1981) which emphasised the di!erence in transitional Reynolds numbers
between simulations and experiments.

9
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x
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z

Figure 3.1. Isosurfaces of the wall-normal velocity V . The
direction of the flow is from left to right. The gray surfaces
represent the corner walls.

3.2. Optimal initial perturbations

The initial perturbations that can gain the maximum energy from a flow over
a certain period of time is often referred to as optimal initial condition. In
the current study, linear optimal initial perturbations are computed for the
first time in a global framework, in order to pin-point the worst case scenarios
in terms of perturbation characteristics. We use a self-similar and a modified
baseflow. The latter resembles the baseflow often observed in experiments.
Figure 3.1 shows the isosurfaces of the wall normal velocity component of the
baseflow with the self similar solution. The current baseflow has been obtained
by solving the parabolised Navier-Stokes equations (cf. Schmidt & Rist 2011).

An optimisation technique has been used which employs Lagrange multi-
pliers. The objective function to be optimized is set as the kinetic energy of
the perturbations (cf. Monokrousos et al. 2011) as will be explained in the next
chapter.

3.2.1. Governing equations

The initial optimal perturbations are computed within a linear framework using
the linearised Navier-Stokes equations. The instantaneous velocity and pressure
field is decomposed into u = U + u

!

and p = P + p
!

, where U , P denote
the mean values and u

!

and p
!

represent the perturbations. By inserting the
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decomposition into the Navier-Stokes equations and subtracting the equation
of the mean values one can reach at the linearised Navier -Stokes equation 3.1

"u!

"t
+ (U ·#)u! + (u! ·#)U = $#p! +

1

Re
#2u! (3.1a)

# · u! = 0. (3.1b)

Here we are interested in the initial condition which over a preset period
of time can obtain the maximum energy from the flow, therefore the energy of
the perturbation at time # is monitored:

E(#)

E(0)
=

%u!(#),u!(#)&

%u!(0),u!(0)&
, (3.2)

where the inner product is given by

%u!,u!& =

!

!
u!.u!dv. (3.3)

herein, G(#) is defined as the maximum energy growth over all the possible
initial conditions. Computing this value can be considered to be equivalent
to calculating the maximum eigenvalue of an auxiliary problem (cf. Trefethen
et al. (1993), Reddy & Henningson (1993), and Blackburn et al. (2008)). Form-
ing the eigenvalue problem includes the definition of a linear operator which
maps the velocity forward in time such that u(#)! = A(#)u!(0), leading to

G(#) = max
u

!(0)

%u!(#),u!(#)&

%u!(0),u!(0)&
= max

u
!(0)

%A(#)u!(0),A(#)u!(0)&

%u!(0),u!(0)&
. (3.4)

In order to further simplify the problem one can employ some character-
istics of the adjoint equations such as which are obtained by performing an
integration by parts using the inner product definition of equation 3.3.

%u",Au& = %A"u",u& , (3.5)

and similarly,

%u!(#),u"(#)& = %u!(0),u"(0)& , (3.6)

which by using the inner product of equation 3.3 the following relations are
obtained

%u!(#),u"(#)& = %A(#)u!(0),u"(#)& (3.7)

%u!(0),u"(0)& = %u"(0),A"(#)u!(#)& , (3.8)

simplifying equation 3.4 to

G(#) = max
u

!(0)

%u!(0),A"(#)A(#)u!(0)&

%u!(0),u!(0)&
. (3.9)
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Figure 3.2. Streamwise perturbation velocity isosurfaces of
the localised optimal initial conditions. Isosurfaces are drawn
for ±0.2||u!||#.

Hence, the maximum initial perturbation over all the initial conditions is
obtained by computing the maximum eigenvalue of operator A"(#)A(#). The
so called power iteration method comprising of the following steps has been
used.

• Integrate the Navier-Stokes equations forward in time to obtain u(#).
• Integrate the adjoint Navier-Stokes equations backward in time using
the initial condition u"(#) = u!(#) to obtain u"(0).

• Determine a new initial guess after localising u"(#) and projecting it
to a divergence free space, followed by a normalization such that the
resulting perturbation such has a unit norm.

• Check for convergence of the perturbation |un+1(0)$ un(0)|, if not met
go to the first step.

3.2.2. optimal perturbation

The resulting optimal initial perturbation is a wave-packet localised near the
corner region of inviscid nature and symmetric to the bisector, figure3.2. The
perturbations growth is initially governed by the Orr mechanism giving rise to a
transient growth and later a steady exponential growth takes over. The growth
rate of the initial perturbations appears to increase with a modified baseflow
corroborating the results found by Alizard et al. (2010). To the knowledge of
this author, so far the study of optimal initial perturbations in corner-flows
is constrained to a linear framework, however regarding the high sensitivity
of stability characteristics to the baseflow, inclusion of nonlinear interactions
seems to be consequential, as repeatedly reported by Ridha (2003), Alizard
et al. (2010).

The presented results in paper3 are given within the critical regime. Ad-
ditional subcritical regime simulations are also performed. Subcritical in the
sense that regarding the linear stability theory the perturbations are expected
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Figure 3.3. Streamwise perturbation velocity isosurfaces of
the localised optimal initial conditions. Isosurfaces are drawn
for ±0.1||u!||#.

to be damped while travelling in the streamwise direction. This also enables
the study of possible transient growth mechanisms in that regime. Figure 3.3
depicts the optimal response of the subcritical corner-flow to the obtained op-
timal initial perturbations. The presence of interacting streaky structures and
corner mode can be deduced. The Reynolds number based on the boundary
layer displacement thickness at the inflow is (Re! = 272).



CHAPTER 4

Summary of Papers

Paper 1

Stabilization of a swept-wing boundary layer by distributed roughness elements.
In this paper the robustness of a passive control mechanism in stabilising transi-
tional three-dimensional flows is examines. The control method has been intro-
duced by Reibert et al. A number of cylindrical roughness elements are placed
close to the leading edge exciting subcritical crossflow modes. These modes can
not lead to transition individually, while their excitation has shown to modify
the meanflow such as to favourably influence the stability characteristics. Di-
rect numerical simulation has been conducted conforming to the experimental
set up. In contrast to the experiment a more complex perturbation is intro-
duced in order to induce transition, namely stationary and travelling crossflow
modes coexist and play a part in eventual transition of the flow to turbulence.
Complementary secondary instability analysis have also been provided using
the Fourier decomposition of the unsteady flow field. The control mechanism
e!ectively delays transition, suppressing secondary instabilities. Interestingly
at the location of transition the most unstable mode has comparable amplitude
to the controlled case emphasizing the suppression of the secondary instability
due to meanflow modifications.

Paper 2

E!ect of freestream turbulence on roughness-induced crossflow instability.
Direct numerical simulations (DNS) have been performed in order to investigate
the role of freestream perturbations at a very low turbulence level on crossflow
instability. The studied cases follow the experiments conducted by Downs
et al. in Texas A&M University. In their experiment the authors document
the freestream perturbations to a great detail, reporting freestream turbulence
length scales, intensity, spectrum, etc. This enables the numerical studies to
fully reproduce the freestream perturbations in such analysis. The experiment
used ASU(67)-0315 wing geometry designed to promote crossflow instability.
In our study we approach the reported values in generating the low intensity
freestream turbulence. A DNS code (nek5000) has been used in order to gen-
erate the perturbation field. Furthermore, a third order Lagrange interpolant
is used in order to inject the velocity perturbations into the DNS domain of
the meshed wing. Note that only part of the wing is meshed where crossflow
receptivity coe"cients to freestream perturbations are expected to be high.

14
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Paper 3

Optimal initial perturbations in streamwise corner-flow.
Optimal initial perturbations are computed in a streamwise corner-flow. An
optimisation procedure using power iterations within a linear framework has
been applied. Two di!erent meanflows are considered, a self-similar base-flow,
followed by a modified meanflow. The latter resembles the meanflow usually
observed in experiments. The resulting optimal perturbation takes the shape
of a wave-packet initially gaining energy through the Orr-mechanism and pro-
gresses towards algebraic growth. One of the main features of this optimal
underlies in its localisation near the corner region, further asserting the dom-
inance of an inviscid mode near the corner region. Moreover, the meanflow
modification has a rather destabilising e!ect increasing the exponential growth
rate of the optimal.



CHAPTER 5

Conclusions & Outlook

Direct numerical simulations have been performed in order to study transi-
tional flows over wings in addition to three-dimensional stability characteristics
of a so called corner-flow. In the first part, two sets of experiments have
been selected in which e!ects of di!erent environmental disturbances have
been studied on crossflow instability dominated flows over a wing. The
first experiment investigates the e"ciency of a passive control mechanism in
delaying flow transition from laminar to turbulent. In the numerical setup
the crossflow instability is generated using distributed roughness elements
similar to the experiment. This is accompanied by a complex background
noise prompting generation of both stationary and non-stationary crossflow
vortices. The application of the control roughness has two major e!ects.
First, it partially damps out the most unstable crossflow mode, and second, it
modifies the meanflow. These e!ects appear to successfully delay transition
by damping out secondary instabilities.

In the second part an extensive experiment is considered which was
conducted in TAMU wind tunnel by Downs (2012). This well documented
experiment entails a study on the e!ect of low freestream turbulence on
crossflow dominated flows. In our study so far two levels of free stream
turbulence are selected and numerically reproduced using direct numerical
simulations. The generated fields are then inserted into the mesh created
for the upper side of the wing where the experimental measurements have
taken place. The crossflow vortices on the wing are generated using roughness
elements similar to the experimental set up. It is observed that the initial
amplitude of the stationary crossflow vortices remains unchanged, despite a
lower growth rate as compared to the case where no freestream turbulence is
introduced into the domain. In this respect, a higher freestream turbulence
intensity level seems to further damp the most unstable crossflow mode.

In the last part of the current work, a di!erent flow type known as corner-
flow has been selected to study the worst case scenarios in terms of initial
perturbation growth. A simple power iteration method has been applied be-
tween direct and adjoint linear Navier-Stokes equations using direct numerical
simulations. The simulations are performed using two separate baseflows, a
self-similar baseflow followed by a modified one where the latter is usually

16
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found in experiments. It was found that the worst case scenario is charac-
terised as a localised mode near the corner region and of inviscid type. The
growth rate shows significant sensitivity to the used baseflow. In the case of
the modified baseflow a higher growth rate was observed. The growth mecha-
nism starts with an algebraic growth, through Orr-mechanism, and continues
to grow algebraically.
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